
















































M05T IMMEDIATE 
BY SPEED POST 

'No. 03(01/2017-PE-II 
Government of India 

Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises 
Department of Heavy Industry 

(PE-II Section) 

Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi-110011 
Dated : 2 L ( £ h January'2017 

To 

1. Shri S. Girish Kumar, Chairman Cum Managing Director, 
HMT Limited, HMT Bhavan, 56, Bellary Road, Bangalore, Karnataka 

2. Shri M.P. Eswar, Chairman Cum Managing Director, 
Instrumentation Limited, Jhalawar Road, Kota (ILK) - PIN: 324005, Rajasthan 

3. Shri B.M. Siva Shankar, Chairman cum Managing Director, 
Tungabhadra Steel Products Limited, Tungabhadra Dam, Distt. Bellary, 
Karnataka 

4. Shri R.C. Sen, Hindustan Cables Limited, No.9, Elgin Road, Kolkata-700020 

Subject: Minutes of the meeting of CPSEs under closure held on 10.01.2017 at 
Udyog Bhavan, DHI - reg. 

Sir, 

I am directed to forward here with a copy of the Minutes of the meeting of CPSEs under 
closure held on 10.01.2016 at Udyog Bhavan, DHI for necessary action to implement the 
respective Cabinet/CCEA decision on^losure of the Company as per the DPE/DHI guidelines. 

Encl: a/a. 

Under Secretary to 

CC for kind information and necessary action To: 

Yours 

the Govt, of India 

PS to JS(BJM) /PS to JS(VS) / Dir (VPS) /Dir (AK) /Dir(VS) /Dir(RP) /Dy. Sec.(AMM) 
Consultant(MK) (DHI)/Consu!tant (PK)/DPE. 



F.No.3(l)/2017-PE-ll 

Minutes of the meeting held on 10.01.2017 in Department of Heavy Industry to 
discuss various issues regarding the implementation of Cabinet/CCEA decision on 
closure of CPSEs (HCL/HMT Group of Companies/ILK/TSPL. 

A meeting was held on 10.01.2017 at 10.00 AM in the Room No. 172, Department of 
Heavy Industry, amongst the representatives of HCL, HMT, ILK and TSPL in the presence of 
officers of DHI to discuss various issues involve in the implementation of VRS in the CPSEs 
under closure. A list of participants is enclosed as Annexure-1. 

2. JS (BJM) and JS (VS) both chaired the meeting and welcomed all the participants 
•present in the meeting. 

3. As both JS (BJM) and JS (VS) were called by SHI, Dir (VS) carried on the discussions. 

4. To begin with, Dy. Secy. (AMM) circulated the DHI guidelines as recommended by 
the committee on VRS (DHI) to be followed for implementing VRS which includes method of 
calculation for VRS benefit. The details of VRS calculations, leave encashment, gratuity are 
enclosed as Annexure -2. 

5. The representatives of HMT and TSPL informed that they have followed the DPE/DHI 
guidelines on VRS calculations, deducted income Tax from the VRS benefit as per IT Act and 
gratuity paid as per the gratuity rule with a maximum of Rs. 10.00 Lakhs. The 
annualincrement has been paid as per the normal date of yearly increment. As per the rules 
for vacation of staff quarters, one month notice is given to vacate the quarters. If any of the 
occupants not vacates the quarters within the notice period, commercial rent shall be 
Collected from the occupants 

6. The representatives of HCL and ILK sought clarifications on various issues relating to 
VRS calculations and relieving of employees opting VRS. Their queries were deliberated and 
advice given to adopt DPE and DHI guidelines on VRS calculation and payment to be made 
to employees as per the cabinet approval. Anything not approved in the Cabinet/CCEA 
decision could not be considered. The issues raised and the advice given by DHI are 
summarized in Annexure-3. 

9. Dir (VS) advised HCL to prepare a revised calculation sheet as per DPE/DHI guidelines 
and rectifying the errors pointed out by Dy. Secy (AMM) and submit the same by 
13.01.2017 to this department for release of funds. The employees should be relieved 
immediately after settling their VRS dues and obtaining necessary undertakings. Further, 
one month notice should be given to the employees to vacate their staff quarters from the 
date of relieving on VRS. / 

10. Consultant (MK), DHI requested that all the concerned CPSEs should submit their 
policy on vacation of staff quarters to take up with Land Management Agency (LMA) for 
disposal of immovable assets. 



JS (BJM) and JS (VS) advised that 

(i) All the CPSEs concerned must keep in mind that act of closing the sick 
company is top most priority of Government. 

(ii) The requirement of urgency must be kept in mind for time bound closure of 
the Company. 

(iii) In the process of closure, all statutory rules/DPE guidelines, standard 
practices should be followed. 

(iv) DHI will take all necessary action to release the funds within the notice 
period. In case fund not released within the notice period, the date of VRS 
can be extended with prior approval of DHI. 

Meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the chair and participants. 



Annexure-1 

List of participants in the meeting held on 10.01.2017 at 10.00 AM in Department 
of Heavy Industry 

HCL representatives 

1. Shri. A.K. Bose, Manager 

2. Smt. Banani Chattopadhyay, Asst. Manager 

HMT Representatives 

1. Shri. Ram Prakash, Joint General Manager 

TSPL Representative : 

1. Shri P.S. Reddy, Sr. Consultant, 

ILK Representatives 

1. Shri M.P. Eswar, CMD 

2. Shri. A. Muralidhar, Director (Production) 

DPE Representative: 

1. Shri Promod Kumar, Consultant, DPE 

DHI Representatives 
1. Shri BhaskarJyoti Mahanta, Joint Secretary 
2 Shri Vishvajit Sahai, Joint Secretary 
3 Shri V.P. Singh, Director 
4. Smt. Vinita Srivastava, Director 
5. Smt. Ritu Pande, Director 
6. Shri A.M. Manichan, Dy. Secretary 
7. Shri Manjit Kumar, Consultant 



Annexure-2 

Methodology for calculation of VRS Components 

1. Notional fixation of pay in 2007 scale as on 1.1.2007 is calculated by adding Basic 
pay as on 31.12.2006, DA as on 1.1.2007(@ 78.2% ) and Fitment® 30 % of the sum 
of both. 

2. Stage at which notional pay is fixed at relevant 2007 scale 
After calculation of notional pay in 2007 scale as on 1.1.2007, the amount is rounded 
off to next multiple of 10 and this amount is the revised stage at 2007 relevant pay 
scale of the concerned employee. 

After fixing the notional pay in 2007 scale as on 1.1.2007, the next regular increment 
@ 3% (and rounding off to next multiple of 10) may be given (notionally) on due 
date. 

The subsequent annual increments (notionally) may be given on its anniversary @ 
3% (and rounding off to next multiple of 10) for every year to arrive at .basic pay as 
on the date of proposed release of employee on VRS. 

This basic pay + DA as on that date( as on 31.1.2017 @ 119.5%), is the total pay for 
the purpose of calculation of VRS components. 

3. One day pay for calculation of VRS Ex-gratia and leave encasement = (BP + DA) 
divided by 30 days 
One day pay for calculation of gratuity = (BP + DA) divided by 26 days 

4. Calculation of VRS Ex- gratia 

(i) Gujarat method: 35 days of salary for completed service + 25 days of salary 
for remaining service „ > 

(ii) DHI method: 45 days of salary for completed service. An employee who has 
completed 30 years of service and having remaining service five or more years 
can get 60 months of pay as VRS compensation. 

Whichever is higher of the above. 

(iii) (i) and (ii) above will be subject to pay of remaining service till normal 
retirement. 

5. Calculation of Gratuity: 15 days of pay X No of completed years. Period of 6 
months and above will be treated as one year. Maximum gratuity period is 33 years 
and maximum amount permitted is Rs 10 lakhs. 

6. Calculation of encashment of leave: Maximum of 300 days of EL. HPL can be 
considered for encashment subject to overall limit of 300 days. The shortfall in EL 
can be made up by HPL without commuting. Casual leave and Sick leave cannot be 
taken for encashment. 

7. Total VRS benefits: VRS ex-gratia + Gratuity + leave encashment 
8. All other payments like salary arrears etc. will be based on actual pay drawn by the 

employee and not on notionally fixed pay as on above. 



Clarifications sought during the meeting 
Annexure-3 

Clarifications sought 

Encashment of Leave. 

Advice of DHI 

Consideration of training 
period, if any, for 
calculation of VRS/VSS & 
Gratuity. 

Payment of TA/Settlement 
allowance to employees. 

As per DPE guidelines, maximum of 300 days of EL can be 
encashed. HPL can be considered for encashment subject to 
overall limit of 300 days. The shortfall in EL can be made up 
by adding number of HPL without commutation. Casual leave 
and sick leave not to be taken for encashment. 

It should be as per company rules. 

Pay fixation for different 
categories of employees. 

To follow the company rules for payment of 
TA/Settlement allowance to employees being relieved 
on VRS/VSS. However, no LTC is allowed. 

Eligibility of the employees 
superannuating during the 
notice period of VRS/VSS . 

If the existing Gratuity 
Ceiling as per Gratuity act 
1972, is amended 
subsequently and made 
applicable from 01.01.2017 

Reckoning of Notice period 
for the purpose of 
calculation of left over 
service for VRS ex-gratia 
payment. 

For the category of Workers and Supervisors cadre the 
procedure adopted is as follows: Take 1997 pay scale basic 
as on 31.12.2006, add 78.2% DA, add fitment of 30 % of Basic 
plus DA and arrive at new basic as on 01.01.2007. From 
01.01.2007 onwards, add annual increment of 3% on the 
date of increment & in case of promotion, additional 3% 
increment on the date of promotion and arrive at notional 
basic as on the date of VRS / VSS applicability. 
For Officers cadre : 
Take 1997 pay scale basic as on 31.12.2006, add 78.2% DA, 
add fitment of 30 % of Basic plus DA and arrive at new basic 
ast3TT01.01.2007. Fix the basic so arrived in the 2007 pay 
scale as per DPE guidelines. From 01.01.2007 onwards, give 
annual increment of 3% on the date of increment and in case 
of promotion additional 3% increment on the date of 
promotion and fix the basic in the promoted 2007 pay scale 
and arrive at notional basic as on the date of VRS/VSS 
applicability. While fixing notional basic pay, stagnation 
increments to be given as per the DPE guidelines. 
Note; Fitment benefit is uniform @ 30% for all categories of 
employees. (Annexure 2 also refers). 
The employees superannuating during the notice period of 3 
months from the date of closure of the VR scheme are not 
eligible for any VRS/ VSS. Such employees will be 
superannuated as per company's policy. 
The Gratuity payment under the VRS/VSS i$ based on 2007 
notional pay scale. The maximum limit is Rs. 10 lakhs. No 
increase will be applicable. 

Payment of ex-gratia for service rendered or left over service 
before superannuation as well as the amount payable for the 
notice period should not exceed the basic pay plus D.A. that 
would have been paid to the employee who has opted for 
voluntary retirement till the date of his superannuation. 



8. Extension of initially 
apened VRS/VSS Scheme. 

rhe VRS / VSS Scheme cannot be extended under normal 
;ircumstances. However, scheme can be extended with the __ 
approval of DH1, in case funds not received by the end of 
notice period. The employees' relieving date is to be 
extended till the date of funds made available to the 
company by Gol. 

9. * Relieving of employees 
before the notice period is 
over. 

VRS/ VSS applications of such employees can be considered 
for waiver of remaining notice period subject to employee 
having service even beyond that period. Necessary 
undertaking to be obtained if VRS/VSS payment is not 
paid at the time of relieving. 

10. Relieving of Employees 
without paying VRS/VSS ex-
gratia on their own 
request. 

Employees can be relieved in advance pending receipt 
of funds from Gol, on an undertaking from the VRS 
opting employees that the VRS settlement will be paid 
on receipt of the funds from the Government together 
with other employees. 

11. Payment of VRS/VSS ex-
gratia to employees 
retained by the 
management as per need 
of the work. ' 

The employees may be retained on contract basis after 
relieving them on VRS/VSS. However, retention of any 
regular employee beyond VRS period needs specific approval 
of DHL 

12/ If funds not received from 
Gol within the three 
months' notice period of 
VRS/VSS. 

In case of funds not received by the end of notice period, the 
relieving of employees to be extended till the date of funds 
made available to the company. 

13. Consideration of the period 
of deputation from the 
CPSE to other organizations 
for calculation of VRS/VSS 
ex-gratia. 

The period of deputation to eligible organizations is to be 
considered for calculation of VRS/VSS subjected to having 
transferred PF, Gratuity and Leave contributions by the 
borrowing company to the parent company. 

14. Taking into account yearly 
increment for fixing the pay 
in 2007 notional pay scale 
for the period of 
deputation. 

As f f ie employee on deputation is on lien with the parent 
company, yearly increment in fixing the employee in 2007 
notional pay scale for the period of deputation is applicable. 

15. Transfer of employee from 
the Unit approved for 
closure to other unit not 
being closed. 

No such transfer is allowed unless specifically mentioned. 

16. Requirement of essential 
staff for maintaining the 
Staff quarters and 
common buildings such 
as schools, post office 
etc. 

A few employees of the company relieved on VRS/VSS may 
be retained on contract basis. However, retention of any 
regular employee beyond VRS period needs specific approval 
of DHL 

/ 

17. Consideration o f an 
increment given tc 
employees for non-
promotion for VRS 
calculations. 

As per DPE guidelines, no such increment is allowed. 



18. Direction/advice sought 
from DHI on various 
demands of employees 

PFMS- Company required 
to make digital payments 
to employees and other 
stakeholders through 
PFMS. 

Notice 
vacation 
quarters. 

period 
of 

for 
staff 

^ / ^ M ^ r i f j u ^ ^ ^ siready cornnHmjcated! Co 
should adhere to the cabinet decision and guidelir 

° n e m ° n t h 


































































































































